
 

Bankhead Primary School – Room 5 Mrs Chase w/c 18th May 
Here are a range of suggested activities you could do at home with your child. 

 

Maths  Literacy  Health & Wellbeing  Other Curricular Areas 

Studyladder games  

Practise linking your bonds up to 
10 with bigger numbers. For 
example if you know 
 
3+4=7 then you know 
30+40=70 and 
300+400=700 
 
 
 
BIG MATHS 
 
Log onto bigmaths.com 
(Instructions are on the glow group 
Gp-Primary 3) 
 
Big Maths challenges- can you 
beat your last score? 
Remember you can only do each 
of these once a week.  
 
I am not suggesting that we use 
Easimaths for the time being as it 
has been too unreliable lately. 
 
 
 
 

Log onto Oxford Owl via the glow tile or 
google. Our class logon details are:  

Username: room 5 19-20 

Password: 1234ICT 

Search for your group's book (see 
below). Remember to predict what your 
story might be about and afterwards 
summarise the story (written or telling 
someone) in your own words. You can 
also play the activities linked to your 
book (see the ‘buttons’ above the book). 
If it is a fact book, can you tell someone 
3 or 4 facts that you have learned from 
your reading? 
 
Magenta Monkeys: Erics Talking Ears 
Yellow Yaks:  Animal Magic 
Blue Birds: The Race 
 
Comprehension- Complete the 
studyladder comprehension work 
 
  

Spelling-  see separate document with 
revision work 

Joe Wickes workout (You tube) 
 
School Health and Wellbeing 7 day 
fitness challenge by Miss Boyd. See 
Google classrooms every 
Wednesday 
 
 
 
Play ‘I packed my suitcase’. 
Everyone takes it in turn to ‘pack’ 
an item into their suitcase, 
remembering to add to what the 
previous people have said. So, for 
example, if you were the third 
person to have a go you might say I 
packed my suitcase and in it I put 
my sunglasses (first person’s item), 
my suntan cream (second person’s 
item) and my book (your item). How 
many things can you remember?  
 
Brain Teaser: A cowboy rode into 
town on Friday. He stayed in town 
for three days and rode back out on 
Friday. How is this possible? 
 
Last week’s teaser answer- Are you 
asleep? 
 

Topic: watch The Wombles Episodes 1 
and 2 on Youtube. Can you guess what 
they do and what our topic might be 
about? 
Now draw your own Womble, using an 
existing Womble as a guide. Name your 
Womble (they get their name by closing 
their eyes and using a pencil to point to 
somewhere on a world map.) You could 
try this way to name your Womble, or 
just choose the name of a place in the 
world you know. It could be a country, 
river, town, ocean or city. 
 
Technologies: This week is British 
Sandwich Week. Can you create a 
sandwich using the skills you have 
practised over the last few weeks? Feel 
free to post any sandwich pictures to 
give me new filling ideas and also to 
make me feel hungry! 
 
French: use this video link to learn 
head shoulders, knees and toes in 
French.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EF
XCdryyRM 
 
Expressive art- Art Club with Olaf 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5h6
VlosEVXA 
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